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Who We Are
Enviro-Clean Services, Inc. is a locally-owned and operated restoration company in Houma, Louisiana. Our company started in 2002 in
the industry of residential / commercial
mold inspection, abatement and remediation, and has grown into a three-tiered,
24/7 emergency response and restoration
service, capable of handling all stages of
water and fire damage restoration and
cleanup. ECS also performs HVAC and
airduct cleaning when necessary, along
with crime scene and bio-hazard cleanup,
and we are licensed and equipped to take on interior / exterior reconstruction projects as well.

Why We Care
As a growing company, our local roots and our ties to family,
friends, and other small businesses have kept us humble and civicallyminded, seeking always to help others and to enrich our community
through our work and in our lives. Our livelihood depends on helping
others, and even though we are a for-profit business, we volunteer to
put our lives on hold in the event of an emergency call, any time or day.
We know that without compassion for our customers, our business
would surely fail, and we pride ourselves on being the most professional, service-driven technicians in the Gulf Coast area. More importantly, though, is our commitment to being a calming, human, and understanding presence to our customers in their most difficult times.

What We Do
What is fire and water restoration?
Fire and water restoration is returning a structure that has endured fire and water
damage back to a pre-loss condition or better.

Why can’t I do it myself?
Fire and water restoration should be left up to certified professionals. If property
owners try to correct the damage themselves, serious health hazards could develop.
If water-damaged environments are not promptly and properly restored, microbes
such as odor-causing bacteria and
fungi (mold) will colonize and amplify on building materials, eventually contaminating the indoor air and
creating even more health risks to the
occupants. Our dehumidifiers and
Bio-recovery / Crime Scene Cleanup

drying equipment quickly lower humidity levels and speed up the indoor
evaporation process , rapidly remov-

ing moisture from the air and the structure (one of our dehumidifiers can remove
17.5 gallons of water per day!). Due to the fact that smoke odor and discoloration
from fires may cause permanent damage to both your lungs and your living space,
it is also crucial to have a certified fire and smoke restoration professional restore
the property and its contents. The smoke actually becomes acidic over time and
eats through surfaces and materials, not to mention the related respiratory and sanitary health hazards.
By having a certified professional take care of your restoration work, you don’t
have to worry about future problems in your home or in your health1

How Can We Help You?

When the fire trucks leave, the damage is still on-going and increases with
the cost of restoration. As an emergency service provider, we understand the
immediate frustrations and trauma that fire damage can cause for home and business owners. The newly extinguished interior often looks more like the wake of a
violent storm, where items have been moved from their normal places to put out
the fire, and the chaotic scene makes the next step unclear. However, the longer
neutralization, corrosion control and cleaning is delayed, the greater the scope and
cost of the loss. It is vital that you put an effective restoration plan in place as
quickly as possible!

What Should You Do?

Step 1. Secure the Site
If restoration occurs quickly you can minimize the damage and cost of the
fire substantially. Not acting quickly can cause severe health risks and be dangerous for your home or business, and every hour grows more and more expensive as
secondary damage takes place. Since fires typically result in a combination of water and fire damage, it is in your best interest to find a licensed and certified restorer who will work with your insurance provider in the capacity that you need to
get your home or business back up and running, at a pre-loss condition, or better!

Step 1. Secure the Site
Protect yourself from liability and rising costs with an immediate,
professional board-up of the property and its perimeter. Keep your property
safe from the elements, unwelcome intruders and vandals, and you will greatly
reduce the risk of further losses during the restoration process.
We are ready to step in at a moment’s notice to help you secure your
property. We will not interfere with the initial fire investigation or your insurance company’s investigative process, but work directly with both. After board
-up, ECS offers daily drive-through security inspections to give you the
peace of mind you need to make the right decisions concerning your property.
As always, the sooner we can help you, the better we can serve you!

Step 2. Evaluate
Once the site is secure a proper evaluation can take place, and the
scope of the loss can now be determined. To evaluate the loss properly,
damaged materials are tested for salvage ability, soot, odor and moisture
content, and the condition of the indoor air environment is noted. A plan is
developed, and we coordinate with your insurers to determine the best
course of action to restore your property .
Our goal is to simplify your life during a difficult time. Let us
be the link of communication between you and your adjustor, so that everything you need is addressed and approved in a timely manner. We are
licensed, insured, and certified to work with your insurance company. All of
our services are paid for by your insurance. If there is a service we feel is
necessary that is not covered by your policy, we will NOT do anything until
bringing it to your attention and getting your approval on the cost.

Step 3. Begin Restoration

This step is critical! Some ways we can help:


Structural Drying / Water Restoration



Disaster Cleanup / Pack-Out and Salvaging / Inventory



Soot and Smoke Removal / Structure and Contents Cleanup



Deodorization and Air Quality Control



Furniture Restoration / Upholstery Cleaning



Clothes and Textiles Cleaning / Storage Facility for Contents



We can move your contents back in!

At Your Service . . .
What type of equipment is needed to restore fire damage?
In most cases, the first stage of fire restoration is water restoration. The faster
the structure is dried to acceptable indoor humidity levels, the quicker we can
begin the actual fire cleanup, and the more money YOU save! Proper structural
drying typically requires professional equipment, including;

Water Extraction Units

Airmovers and Air Filtration
Devices

Dehumidifiers

Other Drying Equipment You May Need

Injection-Drying System for Walls, Ceilings, Cabinets and Floors

Other tools include heaters, air changers, vacuum freeze-drying, thermohygrometers, moisture sensors (tell us where), and moisture meters (tell us how much).
Also, our infrared thermography technology allows us to see through walls and
detect moisture that is invisible to the naked eye! All these tools and techniques
come together to ensure that we begin work on a safe, dry and mold-free structure.

Fire Restoration: Equipment & Procedure
Fire restoration equipment includes cleaning, deodorization, degreasing, and
detoxification products, all specially designed to achieve the maximum restorative
ability without damaging the materials beneath the soot. These chemicals are used
in conjunction with air filtration devices to clean the air, ozone machines to treat
delicate contents and fabrics, and thermal foggers to finalize the air treatment.

Our newest addition at ECS is a dry-ice blasting service for fire restoration.
This is an amazing new no-mess technology that vaporizes soot and smoke
damage on contact while leaving the original material completely unharmed! This
method is great for restoring smoke-damaged attics but also delicate enough to
clean furniture and most appliances.

The Power of Dry Ice
Blasting

Before
Dry Ice Machine

After



No mess. Ice disintegrates on impact!



Quick setup and incredibly fast results.



No damage to building materials or furniture.



Multiple attachments for small or large areas.



Adjustable pressure makes it gentle enough for your TV screen,
and tough enough for soot-covered attics!

Fire Restoration Checklist
1.

Determine the extent of moisture damage and begin structural drying.

2.

Complete a full inventory list with pictures of contents and begin packout, if
necessary.

3.

Begin application of chemicals to all surfaces to safely remove soot and
smoke odor. Meanwhile, set up air filtration systems and begin ozone
treatment of contents and dry cleaning of fabrics and upholstery offsite.

4.

Begin dry ice blasting or chemical scrubbing of affected areas in attic.

5.

Repack newly restored contents (if necessary) and store at a climatecontrolled facility.

6.

Begin spray application to encapsulate all exposed building materials (studs,
rafters, attic) with an approved antifungal and deodorizing agent.

7.

Begin floor cleaning with restorative chemicals. Evaluate odor and soot
removal goals to determine finishing touches and then thermal fog with
deodorizing agent.

8.

Return contents (if taken) and unpack to the homeowner’s specifications
while checking each item against the original inventory.

9.

Complete final walkthrough and determine if any other areas need to be
addressed.

These steps are non-negotiable in any fire project. Though we hope to serve you
in your time of need, please make sure that whoever takes care of your home or
business addresses these issues! Armed with this information, you can make the
best decision on a contractor and get the best value and service for your money!

Step 3. Begin Reconstruction

ecs

Now it’s time to rebuild, and ECS is a licensed reconstruction
contractor with our own emergency power supply. We are fully equipped to
first stabilize and then rebuild your home to your specifications, and since
we were with you from the beginning, we can begin reconstruction
immediately after the restoration work is complete.

From board-up to rebuild, Enviro-Clean Services will help you
restore your LIFE to a pre-loss condition, or better! That’s our
promise and our commitment to you. We hope you never need us,
but we’re with you if you do.
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